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Abstract
In this survey we discuss current directions of research in the dynamics of nonsmooth systems, with emphasis on bifurcation
theory. An introduction to the state-of-the-art (also for non-specialists) is complemented by a presentation of main open problems.
We illustrate the theory by means of elementary examples. The main focus is on piecewise smooth systems, that have recently
attracted a lot of attention, but we also briefly discuss other important classes of nonsmooth systems such as nowhere differentiable
ones and differential variational inequalities. This extended framework allows us to put the diverse range of papers and surveys in
this special issue in a common context. A dedicated section is devoted to concrete applications that stimulate the development of
the field. This survey is concluded by an extensive bibliography.
Keywords: Nonsmooth system, piecewise smooth dynamical system, switching system, discontinuous switching manifold,
nonuniqueness of solutions, uniqueness of solutions, complimentarity condition, regularisation, piecewise smooth map, tent map,
grazing bifurcation, border-collision bifurcation, nonsmooth perturbation theory, car braking system, static indeterminacy,
stick-slip oscillations, Kolmogorov model of turbulence, piecewise analytic global bifurcation theory

1. Introduction
Nonsmooth dynamical systems have received increased attention in recent years, motivated in particular by engineering
applications, and this survey aims to present a compact introduction to this subject as a background for the other articles in
this special issue of Physica D.
In the field of smooth dynamical systems many results rely on
(or have been derived under) certain smoothness assumptions.
In this context the question arises to what extent nonsmooth
dynamical systems have (or don’t have) different dynamical behaviour than their smooth counterparts. As nonsmooth dynamical systems naturally arise in the context of many applications,
this question is not merely academic.
One may be tempted to argue that nonsmoothness is a modelling issue that can be circumvented by a suitable regularisation procedure, but there are some fundamental and practical
obstructions. Firstly, regularisation is not always possible. For
instance, Kolmogorov’s classical theory of incompressible fluids [200] asserts that the dependence of the velocity vector v(x)
as a function of the spatial coordinate x is of order 13 , leaving
no sensible way to smoothen the continuous map x 7→ v(x) in
order to render it differentiable everywhere [362]. Secondly,
even if regularisation is possible, it may yield a smooth dynamical system that is very difficult to analyse (both numerically
and analytically), obscuring certain important dynamical properties (often referred to as discontinuity-induced phenomena)
that may feature more naturally in the nonsmooth model, see
eg [168, 233]. Finally, mechanical systems with dry friction
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display nonuniqueness of the limit when the stiffnesses of the
regularisation springs approach infinity. Regularisation in mechanical models with friction is often accomplished by introducing virtual springs of large stiffnesses at the points of contact [364, 331, 261]. The specific configuration of the springs is
assumed to be unknown, which accounts for the nonsmoothness of the original (rigid) system. Also, nonuniqueness in
some control models can not be suppresed (known as reverseZeno phenomenon) and needs a theory to deal with, see Stewart
[335]. For more on these, and other applications that require
nonsmooth modelling, see Section 5.
Elementary stability theory for nonsmooth systems was first
motivated by the need to establish stability for nonsmooth engineering devices see for instance Barbashin [25], Leine-Vande-Wouw [227], and Brogliato [57]. A significant growth in
the subject has been due to the understanding that nonsmooth
systems display a wealth of complex dynamical phenomena,
that must not be disregarded in applications. Some applications
that illustrate the relevance of nonsmooth dynamics include the
squealing noise in car brakes [20, 177] (linked to regimes that
stick to the switching manifold determined by the discontinuous dry friction characteristics), loss of image quality in atomic
force microscopy [357, 382, 263, 293] (caused by new transitions that an oscillator can undergo under perturbations when
it just touches an elastic obstacle), and, on a more microscopic
scale, the absense of a thermal equilibrium in gases modelled
by scattering billiards [360, 197, 198] (whose ergodicity can be
broken by a small perturbation as soon as the unperturbed system possesses a closed orbit that touches the boundary of the
billiard).
The main focus of this survey is on aspects of dynamics inOctober 26, 2012

volving bifurcations (transitions between different types of dynamical behaviour). In Section 2 we review general (generic)
bifurcation scenarios, while in Section 3 we review the literature on bifurcation problems posed in the context of explicit
perturbations to (simple) nonsmooth systems with known solutions. Section 4 is devoted to nonsmooth systems that include a
variational inequality and do not readily appear as a dynamical
system. This very important class of nonsmooth systems (also
known as differential variational inequalities) originates from
optimisation [287] and nonsmooth mechanics [57]. In order to
access the dynamics of differential variational inequalities the
questions of the existence, uniqueness and dependence of solutions on initial conditions have been actively investigated in
the literature. The engineering applications that stimulated the
interest in analysis the dynamics of nonsmooth systems are discussed in Section 5. An extensive bibliography concludes this
survey.
Despite our best efforts to present a balanced overview, this
survey is of course not without bias, and we apologise to colleagues that will find their interests and results perhaps underrepresented.
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Figure 1: A ball attached to one end of a pipe subject to gravitation (directed
downwards) and viscous friction.
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2. Bifurcation theory
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A precise analysis of the dynamics of an arbitrary chosen dynamical system is rarely possible. A common approach to the
study of dynamical systems is to divide the majority of the dynamical systems into equivalence classes so that the dynamics
of any two systems from each such a class are similar (with
respect to specific criteria). Usually (but not always) the equivalence classes are chosen to be open in a suitably defined space
of dynamical systems. Bifurcation theory concerns the study
of transitions between these classes (as one varies parameters,
for instance), and the transition points are often referred to as
singularities. For an elementary non-technical introduction to
bifurcation theory, see Mees [262]. Many technical books on
bifurcation theory have appeared over the years, see for instance
[222].
We present an elementary example to illustrate the concept
of bifurcation. Consider a ball in a pipe that is attached by a
spring to one end of the pipe and subject to gravitation and a
viscous friction. If the ends of the pipe are bent upwards the
system has a unique stable equilibrium. However, if the ends of
the pipe are bent down the pipe-ball system may exhibit three,
one unstable and two stable, equilibria (see Fig. 1). There is a
transition where the unique stable equilibrium splits into three
co-existing equilibria (see Fig. 2). It can be shown rigorously
that this pitchfork bifurcation is typical (and robust) in this type
of model, and also that generically the equilibrium generically
cannot admit a Hopf bifurcation (where stability is transferred
to a limit cycle).


Figure 2: Illustration of how the pipe is being bent.

can lose stability under emission of a stable limit cycle (Hopf
bifurcation) when the position of the discontinuity in the friction law moves (as a function of a changing parameter) past
the equilibrium (see Fig. 3). This situation is modelled by the
following equation of motion
ẍ + x + c1 ẋ − c2 ẋ(sign(x − µ) − 1) = 0.

(1)

When µ < 0 there is one stable equilibrium (x, ẋ) = (µ, 0) that
persists until µ = 0. As µ increases further and becomes positive, the equilibrium loses its stability and a stable limit cycle arises from (0, 0) (see Fig. 4). This bifurcation is characterised by the collision of the equilibrium with the switching
manifold (defined by the discontinuity as x = µ) {µ} × R, and
is known as a border-collision bifurcation of the equilibrium.
Meiss and Simpson in [326] have proposed sufficient conditions for border-collision bifurcations where an equilibrium of
Rn transforms into a limit cycle. Some other scenarios have
been investigated in di Bernardo-Nordmark-Olivar [47] and the
paper by Rossa-Dercole [307] in this special issue. The paper
by Hosham-Kuepper-Weiss [373] of this special issue provides
conditions that guarantee the dynamics near an equilibrium on
the border to develop along so-called invariant cones, providing
a possible framework for further analysis of border-collision of
an equilibrium in Rn . From a mechanical point of view, we note
that negative friction plays a crucial role in example (1). Another example of a border-collision bifurcation, where negative
friction is essential, can be found in a paper by Kuepper [403].

2.1. Border-collision bifurcations
If the friction characteristic in the above mentioned example
has a discontinuity along the pipe, the oscillator may exhibit
new dynamical behaviour. For example, a stable equilibrium
2
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Figure 5: A ball attached through a spring to an immovable wall, resting in a
corner of a piecewise flat surface.
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a point (see Fig. 5). This point is the position of an asymptotically stable equilibrium as the mechanical setup suggests
(a proof can be found in Barbashin [25], Leine-Van-de-Wouw
[227]). In particular, small perturbations of the second-order
differential equation (2) do not lead to bifurcations. This equation, therefore, serves as an example of the situation where
a point on the switching manifold is an attractive equilibrium
while not an equilibrium of any of the two smooth components

(d) stable limit cycle

Figure 3: The pipe-ball system where the friction characteristic of the boundary
changes discontinuously. The two parts where the friction characteristics is
smooth are coloured in black and grey respectively. The distance between the
friction discontinuity and the equilibrium of the ball is denoted by µ. The two
figures in the bottom illustrate the co-existence of an unstable equilibrium and
a stable limit cycle.

ẍ + c ẋ + x = −2 and ẍ + c ẋ + x = 2, with c > 0.
This example also highlights that not all bifurcations that are
generic from the point of view of bifurcation theory are physically possible. In fact, the point (0, 0) of the two-dimensional
version of (2)
ẋ = y + µsign(x),
ẏ = −cy − y − 2sign(x)

Figure 4: Trajectories of equations (1) at various values of the parameter µ. The
gray line indicates the discontinuity in the vector field (this line is located to
the left or to the right from x = 0 according to whether µ < 0 or µ > 0. The
trajectories converge to a point if µ ≤ 0 and to a cycle if µ > 0.

is attractive when µ = 0. However, the phase portraits for µ < 0
and µ > 0 are drastically different, see Fig. 6. We thus see that

Although not standard, negative parts in the friction characteristics can appear in real mechanical devices because of the socalled Stribeck effect (see [227, §4.2]). Border-collision bifurcation caused by negative friction are also discussed in LeineBrogliato-Nijmeijer [229].
Classifications of bifurcations from an equilibrium on a
switching manifold of a discontinuous system have been derived by Guardia-Seara-Teixeira [154] and Kuznetsov-RinaldiGragnani [223]. They show that the possible scenarios include
homoclinic solutions and non-local transitions, e.g. a stable
equilibrium can bifurcate to a cycle that doesn’t lie in the neighbourhood of this equilibrium. In the case where the differential
equations are nonsmooth but continuous along the switching
manifold some non-standard border-collision bifurcations have
been reported in Leine [233] and Leine-Van Campen [228].
Properties of the Clarke generalised Jacobian (versus the classical Fréchet derivative) proved to be conclusive here.
A point on the discontinuity (i.e. switching) manifold between two smooth systems can attract solutions while not being
an equilibrium of any of these systems. An elementary illustration of this arises in
ẍ + c ẋ + x = −2sign(x), with c > 0.

(3)

Figure 6: Trajectories of system (4) versus different values of the parameter µ.
All the trajectories converge to an interval of x = 0, to the point (0,0) or to a
cycle according to where µ < 0, µ = 0 or µ > 0.

only particular perturbations of system (3) with µ = 0 preserve
the attractive properties of the point (0,0). What those particular perturbations are, has not yet been understood. Perhaps
symmetry plays an important role here as the perturbations of
equation (2) always lead to a symmetric (in ẋ coordinate) twodimensional system. A result in this direction is presented by
Jacquemard and Teixeira in this special issue [186].
Example (3) also illustrates the phenomenon of sticking in
nonsmooth systems. Fig. 6 suggests that all the solutions of (3)
with µ negative approach the interval [−|µ|, |µ|] of the vertical
axis and do not leave it in the future. The definition of how trajectories of (4) behave within this interval is usually taken by
the Filippov convention [125], which recently has been further
developed by Broucke-Pugh-Simic [59]. The Filippov convention and corresponding Filippov systems are discussed in several papers in this special issue. Biemond, Van de Wouw and

(2)

Equation (2) comes from an analogue of the pipe-ball system
whose boundary is straight, but undergoes a discontinuity at
3

Nijmeijer [51] introduces the classes of perturbations that preserve an interval of equilibria lying on the discontinuity threshold and discuss the situations where such perturbations lead to
bifurcations coming from the end points of the interval. Another approach disregards the dynamics inside [−|µ|, |µ|] and
treats this interval as an attractive equilibrium set of the differential inclusion
ẋ − y ∈ µSign(x),
ẏ + cy + y ∈ −2Sign(x),
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where


−1,



[−1, 1],
Sign(x) = 


 1,

x < 0,
x = 0,
x > 0.
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For more on the latter approach, we refer the reader to the book
by Leine and Van de Wouw [227] and references therein.
An attractive point on the discontinuity threshold can also
be structurally stable. We refer the reader to the aforementioned papers Guardia-Seara-Teixeira [154] and KuznetsovRinaldi-Gragnani [223] for classification of these points in R2 .
As for the higher-dimensional studies, much attention has recently been given to the analysis of the dynamics near a point
in R3 , where the smooth vector fields on the two sides of
the switching manifold are tangent to this manifold simultaneously. Such equilibria were first described by Teixeira [353]
and Filippov [125] and are known as Teixeira singularities or Usingularities. Teixeira [353] gave conditions where such a singularity is asymptotically stable. Colombo and Jeffrey showed
[92, 189] that the Teixeira singularity can be a simultaneous
attractor and repeller of local and global dynamics, where the
orbits flow into the singularity from one side and out from the
other. Chillingworth [84] analyses scenarios in which a Teixeira
singularity loses and gains stability following the sketch in Fig.
7. An example of the occurrence of the Teixeria singularity in
the context of an application has been discussed by Colombo,
di Bernardo, Fossas and Jeffrey [90].
Nonsmooth systems with switching manifolds causing trajectories to jump, according to a so-called impact law, have become known as impact systems. Border-collision bifurcations
of an equilibrium lying on a switching manifold of an impact
system are classified in [47], but little has been done yet towards applications of these results. An equilibrium crossing the
switching manifold is not the only transition that causes qualitatively changes to the dynamics near the equilibrium. Motivated
by applications in control, the next Section discusses transitions
that occur when a switching manifold (with an equilibrium on
it) splits into several sheets. The Teixeira singularity may be no
longer structually stable under this type of perturbation that we
refer to as border-splitting.

2
4

1
(c)

Figure 7: Teixeira singularity and its possible transformation when µ changes
through a structually unstable situation µ = 0. The gray surface here is the
switching hyperplane and the curves on the two sides of this hyperplane are the
trajectories of two different vector fields, both of which is however tangent to
the hyperplane at the point ”•”.

magnets on either side that can attract the metal ball to the left
or to the right. If the ball touches the black contact the left
magnet deactivates and the right one activates. The opposite
happens if the ball touches the white contact.

switch

switch
Figure 8: Illustration of a simple switching system. The right magnet activates
and left magnet deactivates when the ball passes the the black contact. The
opposite happens when the ball passes the white contact.

The following differential equation models this setup, where
µ is the coordinate of the position of the white contact point,
and −µ the coordinate of the black contact point,

2.2. Border-splitting bifurcations

ẍ + c ẋ + x + k = 0,
k := d, if x(t) = µ,
k := −d, if x(t) = −µ,

This type of bifurcation allows to prove the existence of limit
cycles in so-called switching systems studied in the context of
control theory. The illustration in Fig. 8 provides a simple example of a switching system. Two contacts are built into a pipe
with a metal ball inside. These contacts are connected with

(5)

i. e. k = ±d depending on whether the right or left magnet is
activated. The existence of limit cycles in systems of this form
4

is known since Barbashin [25], but the fact that this cycle can
been seen as a bifurcation from (0,0) as a parameter indicating
the distance of the black and white contact points from the centre crosses zero (see Fig. 9), hasn’t been yet been pointed out
in the literature. In some situations the aforementioned switching law can be replaced by a more general switching manifold
(see the bold curve at the right graph of Fig. 9) that is nonsmooth. This point of view has been proposed by Barbashin
[25] for switching systems involving second-order differential
equations, but no general results about its validity are available.





Figure 10: A partial sketch of trajectories of a 3-dimensional switching system
(right graph). The limit of this sketch when the distance between the switching
thresholds approach 0 (left graph).

Figure 9: Trajectories of system (5) versus different values of the parameter
µ. The constant k takes the values −d and d when the trajectory crosses the
dotted and the dashed lines correspondingly. These two lines can be viewed
as analogues of the black and white contacts in the mechanical setup of Fig. 8.
The trajectories escape from the local neighbourhood of (0,0) and converge to
one of the two stable equilibria, if µ < 0 (left graph), converge to a limit cycle,
if µ > 0 (right graph). The middle graph illustrates that the radius of the limit
cycle approaches 0 when µ → 0. The right graph also features the Barbashin’s
discontinuity surface, which is drawn in bold.

2.3. Grazing bifurcations
It appears that only smooth bifurcations1 can happen to a
closed orbit that intersects the switching manifold transversally
although the proof is not always straightforward, e.g. in the case
of a homoclinic orbit as discussed by Battelli and Feckan [29]
in this special issue. The intrinsically nonsmooth transitions
occurring near closed orbits (or tori) that touch the switching
manifold (nontransversally) are known as grazing bifurcations
[49] or C-bifurcations [121]. This type of bifurcation is very
common in applications. It for instance takes place when a
mechanical system transits from a smooth regime to one that
allows for collisions.
A simple example is that of a church bell rocked by a periodic external force. A grazing bifurcation occurs when the amplitude of the driving increases to the point where the clapper
hits the bell, see Fig. 11. Somewhat surprisingly, the dynamical
behaviour close to the grazing bifurcation associated with a low
velocity chime appears to be chaotic, following Whiston [377],
Nordmark [275] and, more recently, Budd-Piiroinen [64].
The simplest model of the bell-clapper systems has the bell
in fixed position with only the clapper moving. Shaw and
Holmes [317] pioneered the modelling of this situation by a
single-degree-of-freedom impact oscillator (Fig. 12) with a linear restitution law:

The interest in switching systems has been increasing by
new applications in control, where switching is used to achieve
closed-loop control strategies. For instance, Tanelli et al. [347]
designed a switching system to achieve a closed-loop control
for anti-lock braking systems (ABS). This example exhibits a
nontrivial cycle and four switching thresholds. The classification of bifurcations in switching systems that are induced by
changes in the switching threshold (splitting or the braking of
smoothness) is a largely open question that has not yet been
systematically addressed in the literature. Studying a natural 3dimensional extension of system (5) leads to the problem of the
response to the splitting of the switching manifold in a Teixeira
singularity (see Fig. 10).
Where the switching manifold does not just cause a discontinuity in the vector field of the ODE under consideration, but
introduces jumps into the solutions of these ODEs, the nonsmooth system is called a nonsmooth system with impacts or
impact system. No paper about border-collision of equilibria
in such systems is available in the literature. The paper by
Leine and Heimsch [226] in this special issue discusses sufficient conditions for stability of such an equilibrium (absence
of bifurcation). This paper may play the same instructive role
in the development of the theory of border-collision bifurcation
of equilibrium in impact systems as the result about the structual stability of an equilibrium in second-order discontinuous
ODEs, as sketched in Fig. 5.

ü = f (t, u, u̇, µ),
u̇(t + 0) = −ku̇(t − 0),

if

u(t) = c.

(6)

The impact rule on the second line is such that the magnitude
of the velocity of each trajectory changes instantaneously from
u̇(t − 0) to −ku̇(t + 0) when u(t) = c. Though realistic restitution
1 The bifurcations or bifurcation scenarious that are solely possible in
smooth dynamical systems are said to be smooth bifurcations.
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the time of grazing impact) that2
k(u0 , u̇0 )(τ) − (u, u̇)(τ + 0)k
→ ∞ as τ → t0 .
k(u0 , u̇0 )(τ) − (u, u̇)(τ − 0)k
This implies that there is always a trajectory that escapes from
an arbitrary small neighbourhood of the grazing trajectory u0 .
For a complete proof of the instability see Nordmark [275].
(a) no contact
with the bell

(b) clapper
touches the bell
periodically



(c) motion
after grazing
bifurcation occurs


Figure 11: 3 different types of relative oscillations of the bell upon the clapper:
clapper doesn’t touch the bell; clapper touches the bell; clapper hits the bell

u0

u ()


laws are known to be nonlinear (see e.g. Davis-Virgin [102]),
Piiroinen, Virgin and Champneys [297] conclude that (6) models the actual dynamics of a constrained pendulum reasonably
well. A more general mathematical model of the impact oscillator of Fig. 12 can be found in Schatzman [314].

u0( )


u ()

u



Figure 13: Periodic trajectory u0 (bold curve) of system (6) in cyclindrical
coordinates, i.e. a point ζ is assigned to u0 (t) in such a way that u0 (t) is the
distance from ζ to the vertical axis of the cylinder, u̇0 (t) is the vertical coordinate
of ζ and t is the angle measured from a fixed hyperlane containing the axis of
the cylinder. The surface of the cylinder is given by u = c, so that the trajectory
u0 grazes the cylinder at the point ”◦”. The curve u is a part of the trajectory
that originates from ζ.

f (t,x,x)
x

instantaneous jump

c

c

Figure 12: Impact oscillator, i.e. a ball attached to an immovable beam via a
spring that oscillates upon an obstacle and subject to a vertical force f (t, u, u̇).

obstacle

0

We now consider the natural grazing bifurcation in this
model. We start considering the system (in the parameter
regime µ < 0) with a (stable) periodic cycle that does not impact the u = c line. By increasing µ smoothly we envisage that
the amplitude of the periodic cycle changes smoothly to touch
u = c precisely at µ = 0. This implies that in the phase space
the trajectory is tangent to the line u = c since the orbit has zero
velocity at the extermal point of the cycle at u = c.

µ<0

µ=0

µ>0

Figure 14: A stable periodic solution that exists for µ < 0 collides with the
obstacle when µ = 0. A grazing bifurcation occurs at this point, leading to the
appearance of a trapping region (drew in gray) for small µ > 0. This trapping
region may contain stable periodic orbits.

It has been noticed by Nordmark [275] that shortly after grazing, there remains to be a trapping region R in its (former)
neighbourhood, so that all the trajectories that originate in R

We now present a simple argument to explain the at first sight
somewhat surprising fact that the tangent (also known as grazing) periodic trajectories of generic impact oscillators (6) are
unstable. Indeed, fix an arbitrary τ ∈ R and consider the trajectory of system (6) with the initial condition (u(τ − 0), u̇(τ − 0)) =
(c, u̇0 (τ)), where u0 (t) denotes the grazing orbit, see Fig. 13. If
f (t0 , c, 0, 0) , 0, it is a consequence of the fact that the grazing
orbit impacts with zero velocity (u̇0 (t0 ) = 0, where t0 denotes

2 It

is sufficient to observe that
(u0 (τ) − c)2 + ((1 + k)u̇0 (τ))2
k(u0 , u̇0 )(τ) − (u, u̇)(τ + 0)k2
=
,
2
k(u0 , u̇0 )(τ) − (u, u̇)(τ − 0)k
(u0 (τ) − c)2

where u̇0 (τ)/ (u0 (τ) − c) → ∞ by l’Hopital’s rule (as ü0 (t0 ) = f (t0 , c, 0, 0) and
u̇0 (t0 ) = 0).
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don’t leave this region. An important step in studying the response of the dynamics in R to varying µ and c is due to Chillingworth [85], who introduced a so-called impact surface. The
work [82] by Chillingwort, Nordmark and Piiroinen relates the
Morse transitions of this surface (investigated in [85]) to possible global bifurcations. Insightful numerical simulations in relation to the dynamics on this impact surface have been carried
out by Humphries-Piiroinen [173] in this special issue. Kryzhevich [213] has studied topological features of the attractor in R.
Luo and colleagues [242, 243] have published many numerical
results about the dynamics in R when the ODE in (6) is a linear
oscillator.
Nordmark has introduced a general notion of a discontinuity
mapping which is a method for deriving an asymptotic description of the Poincaré map at a grazing point of any piecewise
smooth system. This method enables a generalisation of these
concepts to study which periodic orbits exist and their stability
types in a neighbourhood of a grazing bifurcation in arbitrary
N-dimensional dynamical systems [278]. Using this approach,
it can be shown [277] that the leading-order expression for the
Poincare map at a grazing bifurcation in an impacting system
contains a square-root singularity and can be written in the form
[275, p. 290]
!
ξ
=
η !
ξ
=
η

more structure), where a stable T -periodic solution is not destroyed and keeps its stability after grazing. The first result
in this direction is due to Ivanov [181] who related the phenomenon of the persistence of a periodic solution under grazing to a resonance between the periodic force and the eigenfrequency of the oscillator in (6). Budd and Dux [62] relate
intermittent chaotic behaviour after grazing bifurcations to resonance conditions.
The map (7) is derived by truncation from a certain Taylor
series. In fact, arbitrary higher-order terms in such maps can
be derived using Nordmark’s discontinuity mapping approach
[274]. The need for higher-order terms to detect certain bifurcation scenarios is discussed in Molenaar-De Weger-Van de Water
[269], see also Zhao [389].
According to [49, §1.4.2] certain aspects of the dynamics of
the 2-dimensional map (7) can be learned from studying the
following simpler map of dimension 1
( √
µ − ξ + λµ, if ξ − µ ≤ 0,
(8)
ξ 7→ g(ξ), g(ξ) =
λξ,
if ξ − µ ≥ 0.
When µ increases through zero the fixed point 0 undergoes a border-collision bifurcation, see Fig. 15. This phenomenon has been a subject of investigation in Nusse-OttYorke [283], di Bernardo-Budd-Champneys-Kowalczyk [49],
Fredriksson-Nordmark [128], Nordmark [277], Avrutin-DuttaSchanz-Banerjee [6], and Casas-Chin-Grebogi-Ott [78].
The system (8) can be viewed as a generalized version of
the familiar tent map (see e.g. the book [146] by Glendinning),
but with a fixed point in its corner (when µ = 0). Based on

√

!
µ − ξ + η + (λ1 + λ2 )µ
,
−λ1 λ2 µ + λ1 λ2 k2 (µ − ξ),
!
η + (λ1 + λ2 )ξ
,
−λ1 λ2 µ + λ1 λ2 (µ − ξ)

if

ξ − µ ≤ 0,

if

ξ − µ ≥ 0,

(7)

where λ1 and λ2 are constants representing details of f . For µ <
0 the point (0, 0) is a fixed point of the map (7), reflecting the
fact that the oscillator (6) has a T -periodic solution that doesn’t
collide with the obstacle. When µ increases through zero this
fixed point and complicated dynamics emerges. This intrinsically nonsmooth bifurcation is known as a border-collision of
a fixed point. Many have investigated border-collision bifurcations through two-dimensional maps of the form (7), see e.g.
Nordmark [275, 278], Chin-Ott-Nusse-Grebogi [88], Feigin
[121], Dutta-Dea-Banerjee-Roy [112], and Di Bernardo-BuddChampneys-Kowalczyk [49]. One of the central conclusions of
this collaborative effort is the assertion that the impact oscillator (6)) typically has no stable near-T -periodic solutions near
u0 after the occurrence of grazing. In addition, Nordmark [278]
gives conditions for the existence of periodic solutions which
do not only have arbitrary large periods, but which also have
a prescribed symbolic binary representation (a 0 representing a
revolution after which the orbit ”does not hit the cylinder”, and
1 when it is ”hits the cylinder”). A geometric impact surface
approach [85] is used in Chillingworth-Nordmark [83] to reveal the geometry behind the bifurcation of impacting periodic
orbits from u0 . The map (7) can be viewed as a generalization
of a piecewise smooth Lozi-map, but the results known for the
Lozi-map are normally formulated in terms of one-sided derivatives [140, 384] that doesn’t exist for (7) at (0, 0). Several papers (e.g. Thota-Dankowicz [357], Dankowicz-Jerrelind [100]
Thota-Zhao-Dankowicz [358], Rom-Kedar-Turaev [360, 306],
Janin-Lamarque [187]) discuss non-generic situations (with

Figure 15: The map (8) at different values of the parameter µ.

Lagrangian equations of motion, Nordmark [128] shows that
the map of (8) can model the dynamics of several-degreesof-freedom impact oscillators. In particular, by using a suitable one-dimensional map of the form (8), Nordmark [128] recaptures the bifurcation scenarios that he found earlier in the
two-dimensional map (7) [275]. However, the validity of the
proposed reduction of the two-dimensional dynamics of maps
of the form (7) to one-dimensional maps of the form (8) is a
largely open question. This dimension reduction issue is also
discussed in the survey by Simpson and Meiss [325] in this special issue. That the aforementioned reduction is not always possible, even for piecewise linear two-dimensional maps, follows
from the fact that the attractors of similar (7) two dimensional
piecewise linear maps (i.e. when a linear term appears in the
place of the square-root one in (7)) are sometimes truly twodimensional, see Glendinning-Wong [143].
Another intrinsically nonsmooth phenomenon happens when
the function (t, x, ẋ) 7→ f (t, x, ẋ, 0) takes 0 value at the point
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Figure 17: (a) An oscillator with one-sided spring, (b) an oscillator with onesided preloaded spring

Figure 16: Skech of a chattering trajectory (black solid curve) of the impact
oscillator (6). After the first collision with the cylinder this trajectory lands on
its stable manifold (dotted curve) and keeps hitting the cylinder until it accumulates at ẋ = 0. The trajectory gets released after it approaches the discontinuity
arc (dashed bold curve), where t 7→ f (t, c, 0, µ) changes sign from negative to
positive.

are continuous but have discontinuous derivatives.3 . In contrast to absolutely elastic obstacles, the asymptotic stability
of a closed orbit is not generically destroyed under collision
with an unstressed spring (see [225, Lemma 2.2]) and additional assumptions are necessary to guarantee that grazing
of a periodic orbit in the context of Fig. 17a leads to a bifurcation, see di Bernardo-Budd-Champneys [46], He-FengZhang [162], Dankowicz-Zhao-Misra [101], Hu [172], MisraDankowicz [266] for analytic and [292] for numerical results.

where a closed orbit u0 grazes the switching manifold. Increasing µ > 0 can here lead to bifurcation of orbits with chattering,
where an infinite number of impacts occur in a finite time interval, see Fig. 16. Chillingworth [86] was the first to establish a
precise understanding of the local dynamics near such a grazing bifurcation with chattering, asserting that all the chattering
trajectories from a neighbourhood of the original grazing orbit
u0 hit the switching manifold along their own stable manifolds
(one such manifold is represented by a dotted curve in Fig. 16)
which all are bounded by a stable manifold that is tangent to
ẋ = 0 (represented by a dashed bold curve in Fig. 16). Any
trajectory that hits the switching manifold (cylinder) within the
region surrounded by the dashed curves (stable manifold that
approaches ẋ = 0 at E and ẋ = 0 itself) leads to chattering that
accumulates on ẋ = 0 (in the same way as the sample trajectory
of Fig. 16 accumulates to the point D). The trajectory stays
quiescent then until it gets released when reaching the discontinuity arc (the point E). This (Chillingworth-Budd-Dux) region
shrinks to a point (i.e. the two white points A and E converge
to one point where u0 grazes) as µ approaches 0. A formula
for the map g that maps one collision on the dotted curve into
another one (e.g. point B into point C) was proposed by Budd
and Dux in [63] and revised by Chillingworth [86]. To optimize
numerical simulations, Nordmark and Piiroinen [280] derive a
map that takes the points of a stable manifold (say B, or C) to
the point D. A similar map has been earlier derived by Bautin
[32] for a pendulum model of a clock, see also a relevant discussion in Feigin [121, §8.2]. At the same time, little is known
about how the local dynamics near grazing interplays with the
global dynamics near u0 .

Figure 18: Stable periodic trajectories of (10) at different values of µ. Here
c = 1, k = 0.5, A = 1, B = 4.

Much attention has recently been devoted to grazing bifurcations in oscillators with a so-called preloaded or prestressed
spring4 . Fig. 17b contains an illustration. A preloaded spring
doesn’t create impacts, but defines a switching manifold where
the equations of motion are discontinuous, see Duan-Singh
[111]. Also in this context, grazing doesn’t necessary imply
bifurcation. However, in numerical simulations, Ma-AgarwalBanerjee [253] have found that grazing of a periodic orbit in the
prototypical preloaded oscillator of the form
ü + ku̇ + sign(u − c) + u = A sin(ωt) + B

(9)

leads to bifurcation for a large set of parameters. The same
paper [253] also suggests that a grazing bifurcation of a periodic
solution of (9) can be modelled by a border-collision bifurcation

If the obstacle in the impact oscillator Fig. 12 is not absolutely elastic, two model situations are often studied. In
the first one, the obstacle is another spring attached to an immovable wall that constrains the motion of the mass from one
side (Fig. 17a). This obstacle determines a switching manifold where the right-hand sides of the equations of motion

3 The equations of motion for the oscillator in Fig. 17a often include a
discontinuity caused by viscous friction characteristics, see Babitsky [19] or
Krukov [214]. However, this discontinuity is only formal as Levinson’s change
of variables [234] always transforms them to ones with continuous right-hand
sides.
4 The term ”preloaded oscillator” is sometimes also used in a different context, see Peterka [294] and Whiston [378].
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of a fixed point in a suitable two-dimensional piecewise
√ linear
continuous map: (the map (7) where the square-root µ − ξ is
replaced with µ − ξ). A theoretical justification of this assertion
can be found in Di Bernardo-Budd-Champneys [46] under the
assuption that system (9) does not possess sliding solutions (i.e.
solutions that stick to the switching manifold for positive time
intervals, see Fig. 6 for an illustration). Numerical confirmation
can be found in Leine-Van Campen [228, p. 606].
Border-collision bifurcations of a fixed point in piecewise linear continuous maps is an actively developing branch
within the theory of nonsmooth dynamical systems, see
Nusse-Yorke [284], Zhusubaliyev-Mosekilde-Maity-MohananBanerjee [396], Zhusubaliyev-Mosekilde [397], HassounehAbed-Nusse [161], Elhadj [115], Ma et al. [254], (transitions
to higher periods and chaos observed numerically), BanerjeeGrebogi [23], [203], Sushko-Gardini [341, 342], AvrutinSchanz-Gardini [7], Simpson-Meiss [327] (analytic approach
to classification), Ganguli-Banerjee [137] Do-Baek [107] (dangerous bifurcations), Glendinning-Wong [143, 145], GardiniTramontana [140] (snap-back repellers), and Glendining [144]
(Markov partitions). Not all conclusions achieved for the piecewise linear category remain valid for nearby piecewise smooth
nonlinear maps, see e.g. Simpson-Meiss [328].
The question whether equation (9) has sliding solutions has
not yet been rigorously answered, and only assumed to be true
in [253]. An important role here might be played by the symmetry in u̇. Indeed, a non-symmetric perturbation of (9) of the
form

ẋ = y − µ sign(x − c) − 1 ,
ẏ = −ky − sign(x − c) − x + A sin(ωt) + B + µ

be found in Sieber-Krauskopf [318], Cone-Zadoks [93], and
Dercole-Gragnani-Kuznetsov-Rinaldi [105].
In addition to the two types of nonlinear springs that are
depicted in Fig. 17 the spring characteristic may include socalled hysteresis loops. In the simplest case the stiffness of the
spring depends not only on its extension, but also on whether
it is stretched or compressed. More generally, hysteresis may
refer to various types of memory, see Krasnoselski-Pokrovski
[207]. We refer the reader to Babitsky [19] for a discussion of
mechanical models. Grazing bifurcations in systems with hysteresis have been investigated in Dankowicz-Paul [99] and in
this special issue Dankowicz-Katzenbach [98] introduce a general framework for studying grazing bifurcations in nonsmooth
systems that can contain, in particular, hysteretic nonlinearities.
The dynamics of a system of two coupled pendulums (similar to that of the bell-clapper system of Fig. 11) reveals an essential novelty. It was reported already in 1875, see Veltmann
[365, 366], that the famous Emperoris bell in the Cathedral of
Cologne incidentally failed to chime as the clapper stuck to the
bell. It appears that in contrast with individual oscillators, chattering becomes generic and even intrinsic for grazing bifurcations in coupled impact oscillators. In one of the scenarios for
this bifurcation there is an emergence of periodic orbits with
chattering followed by a sticking phase, see Wang [371, 372],
Luo-Xie-Zhu-Zhang [252] for linear restitution law and DavisVirgin [102] for a more realistic restitution law derived from
experiments.

(10)

does evidently have sliding solutions. Specifically, Fig. 18 illustrates that a non-sliding periodic solution in system (10) transforms to a sliding one (through grazing) as µ changes sign from
negative to positive.
Although absent in the second-order differential equation
modelling the preloaded oscillator of Fig. 17, grazing bifurcations of solutions with a sliding component (also known as
grazing-sliding bifurcations) play a very important role in many
other applications in mechanics and control. A prototypical example is a dry friction oscillator where the switching manifold
is horizontal and where the occurrence of periodic solutions
with sliding is a well known phenomenon (due to the pioneering work of Den Hartog [158], it is sometimes referred to as the
Den Hartog problem). For further studying grazing-sliding bifurcations in dry friction oscillators and general discontinuous
systems (Fillipov systems, see previous section) we refer the
reader to Luo-Gegg [247, 248, 249, 250], Kowalczyk-Piiroinen
[204], Kowalczyk-di Bernardo [205], Galvanetto [132, 133,
134], Nordmark-Kowalczyk [279], di Bernardo-KowalczykNordmark [43], Svahn-Dankowicz [344, 345], di BernardoHogan [45], Guardia-Hogan-Seara [155], [190], KuznetsovRinaldi-Gragnani [223], Szalai-Osinga [346], Teixeira [352],
Benmerzouk-Barbot [35], and to Jeffrey-Hogan [191] and
Colombo-di Bernardo-Hogan-Jeffrey [89] in this volume for
a review of sliding bifurcations. More numerical results can

Figure 19: A typical Newton cradle, a system of n balls suspended to an immovable beam.

A familiar realization of higher-dimensional impact oscillators is known as Newton cradle, see Fig. 19. The discrete dynamical system that arises from the analysis of grazing bifurcations in the model of Fig. 19 with a linear restitution law resembles that of a so-called billiard flow, whose border-collision
bifurcations are investigated in papers by Rom-Kedar and Turaev [360, 306]. However, various studies (see e.g. [77, 147])
suggest that the nonlinear nature of the restitution law in the
real mechanical setup of Fig. 19 is crucial for understanding
the phenomena that the Newton cradle exhibits. Little is known
about the consequences of grazing bifurcations in these nonlinear settings. One of the open conjectures is: for almost all initial
data and whatever the dissipation, the Newton cradle converges
asymptotically towards a rocking collective motion with all the
balls in contact (Brogliato, personal communications).
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3. Specific perturbative results

The continuous differentiability of the solutions in linear or
Hamiltonian systems with impacts has been largely unexplored.
This property stands in contrast with that of generic impact systems with square-root type singularities, but provides an opportunity for the development of a perturbation theory for trajectories that graze an impact manifold.
To illustrate this, let us consider the following elementary
example of an impact oscillator, cf. (6),

Perturbative results are inherent to the methodology of bifurcation theory, when used to gain insight into the generic unfolding of all possible responses of a given trajectory to perturbations, often with focus on a particular type of dynamics,
e.g. on periodic solutions of a certain period. Sometimes, perturbative results may yield local results in the sense that they
yield all the dynamics in a (sufficiently small) neighbourhood
of an original trajectory. If we consider small perturbations of
a dynamical system whose solutions are known in the whole
phase space, then perturbation theory may provide more global
information into the dynamics of the perturbed system (e.g. it
can help to determine how fast the convergence of the trajectories to a periodic solution of the perturbed system is). An
introductory discussion on perturbation theory can be found in
Guckenheimer-Holmes [153, Ch. 4].
In simple mechanical systems, exact solutions are often
known if the friction or the magnitude of some excitatory forces
are neglected. The latter type of effects may then be modelled
as small perturbations. For example, the existence of the limit
cycle for equation (1) that has been identified in the previous
Section by increasing µ through zero (see Fig. 4) can be detected for any fixed µ by varying the friction coefficients c1
and c2 through zero. An added benefit of this kind of perturbative approach is that it yields information about the domain
of attraction of the aforementioned limit cycle. All this can be
achieved in principle along the classical lines of the proof of
the existence of limit cycles of Van der Pol oscillators, by averaging, and does not necessarily require any specific nonsmooth
theory (see Andronov-Vitt-Khaikin [1, Ch. IX]).
A new type of problem arises if one attempts to apply the
perturbation approach and analyse the asymptotic behaviour of
switching systems. Indeed, the solutions of (5) are known completely when k = 0, but their norms approach infinity, if time
goes to infinity. Consequently, the limit cycle that is displayed
in Fig. 9 can be seen for any fixed µ as a bifurcation from infinity when k crosses zero (see Fig. 20). The global attractivity
properties of the latter cycle can be understood by a suitable
modification of standard perturbative approaches for studying
perturbations of infinity. Although this problem is essentially
a smooth one, the class of switching systems serves as a rich
source of open problems.

ẍ + εk ẋ + x = Aε cos(ωt),
ẋ(t + 0) = −(1 − εr) ẋ(t − 0),

if

x(t) = c,

(11)

The solutions of the unperturbed system (with ε = 0)
ẍ + x = 0,
ẋ(t + 0) = − ẋ(t − 0),

if

x(t) = c,

(12)

form a family of closed orbits (see Fig. 21). Perturbations
of these orbits can be studied via natural adaptations (accounting for the switching manifold of impacts) of the classical Bogolyubov and Melnikov perturbation methods, developed in Li-Du-Zhang [236], Samoilenko-Samoilenko-Sobchuk
[312], Burd-Krupenin [72], and Burd [71, §15.4]. ZhuravlevKlimov [391, §27-§28], Thomsen-Fidlin [354], Fidlin [123],
and Philipchuk [296] used a so-called method of discontinuous
transformation to remove the impacts and transform equations
of the form (11) into nonsmooth differential equations where
the switching manifold causes discontinuities only.
Perturbation methods for differential equations with discontinuous right-hand sides have been developed in Fidlin
[122, 124], Li-Du-Zhang [109] and, more recently, GranadosHogan-Seara [152]. Where the obstacle in the impact oscillator
is not absolutely elastic (Fig. 17) the perturbation methods by
Samoylenko [309], Samoilenko-Perestyuk [310, 311] (for prestressed oscillators with small jumps in the stiffness characteristics) and X. Liu, M. Han [238], and Lazer-Glover-McKenna
[148] (for piecewise smooth continuous stiffness characteristics) can be employed. However, none of these methods apply
to the unperturbed trajectory that touches the line x = c (bold
cycle in Fig. 21). Again, the theory of discontinuity mappings
due to Nordmark (see [49, Ch. 2, Ch. 6-8] for more details) can
be fruitful here.
In contrast with the generic impact situation grazing periodic
solutions in linear or Hamiltonian systems may well gain stability under perturbations. Fig. 21 illustrates this assertion for
the particular example (11). The significantly better stability
properties of grazing induced resonance solutions with respect
to the unperturbed ones are not seen in the smooth perturbation
theory. Numerical results in Leine-van Campen [230, 231, 232]
and Kahraman-Blankenship [192] suggest that the grazing induced resonances may also have nonsmooth scenarios (jump of
multipliers) in non-impacting discontinuous and even in nondifferentiable continuous differential equations (see an earlier
footnote about Levinson’s change of variables).
Theoretical and experimental evidence of non-standard resonances in coupled nonsmooth oscillators is discussed in the
paper by Casini-Giannini-Vestroni [79] in this special issue.
Another new class of problems relates to perturbations of a

Figure 20: Stable periodic solutions of system (5) versus different values of
the parameter µ, i.e. the stable limit cycle of (5) bifurcates from infinity as the
damping coefficient k deviates from 0 in the positive direction.

The development of intrinsically nonsmooth perturbation
methods is required for the analysis of grazing bifurcations.
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the context of control systems subject to a dither noise. The
response of a piecewise-linear FitzHugh-Nagumo model to a
white noise is investigated in Simpson-Kuske [320]. However,
the research on the response of nonsmooth systems to random
perturbations has the potential for a great deal of strengening.
The part of perturbation theory that is based on versions of
the first and the second Bogolyubov’s theorems is commonly
known as averaging principle. Though differential inclusions
form a very broad class of nonsmooth dynamical systems and
even includes a class of switching systems (if the Barbashin
switching manifold is used, see previous section), some important problems in nonsmooth mechanics are most conveniently
formulated in terms of even more general equations called measure differential inclusions (see the books by Moreau [271],
Monteiro Marques [270], and Leine-Van-de-Wouw [227]). An
averaging principle for measure differential inclusions appears
within reach, but has not yet been developed.
As for nonsmooth systems with hysteresis we refer the reader
to the book by Babitsky [19] and the survey by BrokatePokrovskii-Rachinskii-Rasskazov [58] for the perturbation theory that is currently available for this class of systems.
A largely open question within the theory of perturbations
of nonsmooth systems is the persistence of KAM-tori in nonsmooth Hamiltonian systems under perturbations. Numerical simulations by Nordmark [276] suggest that KAM-tori in
Hamiltonian systems with impacts are destroyed under grazing
incidents. However, a theoretical clarification is unknown for
even the simplest examples of the form (11) (with k = 0). Adiabatic perturbation theory for Hamiltonian systems with impacts
is developed in Gorelyshev-Neishtadt [149, 150], who introduced an adiabatic invariant that preserves the required accuracy near grazing orbits as well.
Pioneered by Mawhin [260], while working with linear unperturbed systems, topological degree theory is often used in
the literature to relate the topological degree of various operators associated with the perturbed system to the topological
degree of the averaging function. Several advances have been
made in this direction since then. For example, Feckan [119]
(see also his book [120]) generalised the Mawhin’s concept
for nonlinear unperturbed systems, while focusing the evaluation of the topological degree on neighbourhoods of certain
points. Working in R2 , Henrard-Zanolin [385], MakarenkovNistri [258] and Makarenkov [257] developed similar results in
more global settings (these methods can be eventually used to
evaluate the topological degree of the Poincare map of (11) with
respect to the interior of the circle of radius c).
Though topological degree theory has the reputation of being
capable to work with nonsmooth system, the grazing of an orbit possesses challenging questions also here. One such a question is how to evaluate the topological degree of the 2π-return
map of the unperturbed system (12) with respect to the neighborhood of the interior of the disk of radius c (which grazes the
switching manifold), see Fig. 22, and the analogues of the Krasnoselskii [206, Lemma 6.1] and Capietto-Mawhin-Zanolin [75]
results known in the non-grazing situation. Another question is
whether the topological index of a grazing periodic solution of a
generic impact system is always 0. Answers to these questions

Figure 21: Trajectories of system (11) versus different values of the parameter
µ. The leftmost figure depicts an orbit that escapes from any bounded region.
The middle figure shows the closed orbits of the unperturbed system (12) and
the rightmost figure sugests the existence of a stable periodic solution to (11)
for small positive µ. Here k = 1, A = 1, r = 0, c = −1.

closed orbit in the case where this orbit transits into a (resonance) solution that intersects the switching manifold an infinite number of times. One important example is the development of Melnikov perturbation theory for homoclinic orbits by
Batelli-Feckan [30, 31] (see also their paper in this special issue), Du-Zhang [108], Xu-Feng-Rong [380], Kukucka [218].
Another example is the analysis of the response of periodic orbits to almost periodic perturbations initiated by Burd [71] (see
also his paper [70] in this volume). A common ingredient of
these studies is an ability to control the aforementioned infinite
number of intersections, that has been only achieved for nongrazing situations so far.
One of the central approaches within the theory of perturbations is the study of the contraction properties of finitedimensional or integral operators associated to the perturbed
system based on contraction properties of a so-called bifurcation function. The particular choice of the operator depends
on the type of the dynamics one wants to access (periodic, almost periodic, chaotic). This approach has been initiated by the
classical Second Bogolyubov’s theorem ([55],[153, Theorem
4.1.1(ii)]) that recently started to be developed for grazing situations by Feckan [119] (discontinuous ODEs) and Buica-LlibreMakarenkov [67, 68, 69] (continuous nondifferentiable ODEs).
Though the development of the second Bogolyubov’s theorem
for single-degree-of-freedom impact oscillators of form (11)
near grazing solutions looks manageable, accessing higher dimensional prototypic mechanical systems may be challenging.
Indeed, coupling of even linear impact oscillators leads to complex behaviour where chattering trajectories may occupy a nonzero measure set of the phase space, see Valente-McClamrochMezic [361].
Another approach that has its routs in the First Bogolyubov’s
theorem ([55],[153, Theorem 4.1.1(i)]) discusses the dynamics
on a finite time interval of the order of the amplitude of the perturbation. This approach has been extended to differential inclusions in papers by Plotnikov, Filatov, Samoylenko, Perstyuk
and the survey by Skripnik [199] in this special issue provides
an overview of this research direction. Resonances in impact
oscillators formulated in the form of differential inclusions are
investigate by Paoli and Schatzman in [288].
Versions of the first Bogolyubov’s theorem for differential
equations with bounded variation right-hand-sides are developed in Iannelli-Johansson-Jonsson-Vasca [174, 175, 176] in
11

should lead to topological degree based conditions of grazing
bifurcations of periodic solutions that do not rely on any genericity (and e.g. apply in the case of zero acceleration at grazing).
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the inequality in (13) is called a complementarity condition.
Differential variational inequalities provide a convenient formalism for optimal control problems (see Pang-Stewart [287],
Kwon-Friesz-Mookherjee-Yao-Feng [224]) and frictional contact problems (see Brogliato [57], Pang [286]). Various other
formalisms (coming from control, mechanics and biology) and
their relationship are discussed in the survey by Georgescu,
Brogliato and Acary [141] in this special issue. The central
framework to deal with (13) lies in transforming (13) (using
so-called convex analysis) to differential inclusions where the
properties of the solutions are well understood. The details of
this transformation can be found in the aforementioned papers
[286, 57] and the current state-of-the-art of the corresponding
results on the existence of solutions (in sense of Caratheodory)
for both initial-values and boundary-value problems for (13)
has been developed in Pang-Stewart [287]. However, there are
important situations where the differential inclusions approach
doesn’t offer the uniqueness of solutions and direct analysis of
the DVIs is needed, see Stewart [334, 335]. We refer the reader
to the book [336] by Stewart for further reading on differential
variational inequalities and their applications.

u0
x

u

(b)

(c)

Figure 22: Statement of the problem about the topological degree of the
Poincare map P over period 2π of (12). (a) Consider the cycle u0 of the unperturbed system (12) that grazes the obstacle c = −1. (b) Introduce the change
of variables and bend the phase space to finally identify the positive and negative parts of the obstacle x = c. (c) The Poincare map P is now continuous in
the gray region, which is a small neighbourhood of the cycle u0 transformed according to the change of variables introduced. The problem is about evaluating
the topological degree of P with respect to this gray region.

The work by Kamenski-Makarenkov-Nistri [194] initiates
the development of perturbation theory in the settings where
the only available knowledge about the perturbation is continuity. This problem falls into a different class of systems rather
than piecewise smooth ones as the perturbation is allowed to
be differentiable nowhere. The interest in considering nowhere
smooth dynamical systems comes from applications in fluid dynamics, where Kolmogorov’s conjecture [200] states that the
order of the dependence of the velocity vector v(x) of a wide
class of fluids on the coordinate x does not exceed 1, so that
the continuous map x 7→ v(x) cannot be differentiable anywhere. The solutions of the initial-values problems of relevant
differential equations are nonunique and form so-called integral
funnels (see E-Vanden-Eijden [362] and Pugh [302]). To cope
with the problem of nonuniqueness the authors of [194] operate
with integral operators and prove bifurcations of sets that are
mapped into themself under the action of these operators. Further discussion on the mathematical methods available for the
Kolmogorov’s fluid model can be found in the recent survey by
Falkovich-Gawedzki-Vergassola [116].

Where the inequality in (13) models a mechanical contact
one can approximately investigate the solutions of (13) by replacing one of the surfaces of the contact by an array of springs.
This approach, called regularization in the mechanics literature,
takes the differential variational inequality (13) to a system of
ODEs. Several experiments suggest that the true dynamical behaviour is that of the regularized ODEs, that can deviate from
the dynamics of the original differential variational inequality, see e.g. Hinrichs-Oestreich-Popp [164] and Liang-Feeny
[237] (yet, other experiments show also that nonsmooth models compare very well with experiments). We refer the reader
to the pioneering paper [364] by Vielsack and to the more recent development [331] by Stamm and Fidlin. A mathematical theory to study the dynamics of the regularised systems
in the infinite-stiffness limit of the springs has been recently
developed in Nordmark-Dankowicz-Champneys [272]. In addition, nonuniqueness of solutions of the initial-value problem
for (13) is a common phenomenon in contact mechanics (called
static indeterminacy, see e.g. [261]). The aforementioned paper [272] identifies the situations where the regularised ODEs
resolve the ambiguity and where they do not. Sufficient conditions for robustness of regularisation of piecewise smooth
ODEs are discussed in Fridman [130] and in the survey by Teixeira and da Silva [351] in this special issue. The paper [319]
by Sieber and Kowalczyk suggests that the class of systems of
piecewise smooth ODEs where this robustness takes place is
rather limited. Regularisation of impact oscillators is discussed
in Ivanov [182, 183]. Bastien and Schatzman [26] discuss the
differential inclusions that occur in the limit of the regularisation processes for dry friction oscillators and analyse the size of
integral funnels of these inclusions.

4. Differential variational inequalities
Important classes of nonsmooth systems are not readily formulated as dynamical systems and mere existence, uniqueness
and dependence of solutions on initial conditions represent one
of the active directions of research within the nonsmooth community. One of the most general classes of these nonsmooth
systems is that of differential variational inequalities, formulated as
ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t), u(t)),
(ξ − u(t))T F(t, x(t), u(t)) ≥ 0,

for any ξ ∈ K,

(13)

Another class of nonsmooth systems where the properties of
the solutions arises as a major problem is the class of systems
with hysteresis. In the most general form these systems can be

where f ∈ C 0 (Rn × Rm , Rn ), F ∈ C 0 (Rn × Rm , Rm ) and
K ⊂ Rm is a nonempty closed convex set. Where K is a cone,
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descibed as

Atomic force microscopy. According to Hansma-ElingsMarti-Bracker [157] the AFM cantilever-sample interaction
can be modelled by a piecewise linear continuous spring (see
also Sebastian-Salapaka-Chen [315]). The switch from one
linear stiffness characteristics to another happens at the moment when the cantilever enters into contact with the sample. As the cantilever is designed to oscillate (cantilever tapping mode that prevents damaging the sample), the free motions of the cantilever are separated from those touching the
sample by a perodic solution that grazes the switching manifold. The corresponding grazing bifurcations turn out to be related to loss of image quality, as shown in the analys of MisraDankowicz-Paul [267], Dankowicz-Zhao-Misra [101], and Van
de Water-Molenaar [369]. Under certain typical circumstances
and away from the grazing regimes the occurrence of subharmonic and chaotic solutions has been investigated using perturbation theory by Yagasaki [382, 383] and Ashhab-SalapakaDahleh-Mezic [4, 5].
Systems of oscillators with piecewise smooth springs and
the related grazing bifurcations find applications in many other
engineering systems, e.g. gear pairs (Mason-Piiroinen [259],
Parker-Vijayakar-Imajo [289], Luo-O’Connor [246]) vibrating
screens and crushers (Krukov [214], Wen [376]), vibro-impact
absorbers and impact dampers (Ibrahim [178]), ships interacting with icebergs (see Ibrahim [151, 178]), offshore structures
(see Thompson-Stewart [355]), suspension bridges (GloverLazer-McKenna [148], de Freitas-Viana-Grebogi [129]), and
pressure relief valves (see the paper by Hos-Champneys [171]
in this special issue5 ). Similar differential equations with nonsmooth continuous right-hand sides describe the so-called Chua
circuit, for which border-collision and grazing bifurcations are
discussed in Yu. Maistrenko-V. Maistrenko-Vikul-Chua [256]
and Luo-Xue [245]. In biology, piecewise linear continuous
terms appear in predator-prey models with limits on resources
(see Loladze-Kuang-Elser [241]), whose nonsmooth phenomena are discussed in Li-Wang-Kuang [235].
Drilling. Mass-spring oscillators with piecewise linear stiffness characteristics play an important role in the modelling of
drilling. Similar to AFM, the switch in the stiffness coefficient
corresponds to the moment where the drill enters the sample.
A difference with respect to the AFM model is that the position of the whole system moves over time due to a periodic
(percussive) forcing from a periodically excited slider (reflecting the fact that the drill penetrates into the sample). Dry friction resists penetration of the drill into the sample. The model
can be therefore seen as a combination of a dry friction oscillator with a soft impact one. Progressive motions with repeating sticking phases is the most useful regime of this setup.
Analytic results about the properties of the sticking phases
have been obtained in Besselink-van de Wouw-Nijmeijer [50],

d(Pu)
u̇ = f (t, u, Pu)
or
= f (t, u, Pu),
(14)
dt
where P is a so-called hysteresis operator, see the pioneering
work by Krasnoselski-Pokrovski [207]. A survey by KrejciO’Kane-Pokrovskii-Rachinskii [208] in this special issue discusses the existence, uniqueness, dependence on initial conditions and other properties of solutions of systems with hysteresis of the aforementioned general form, focusing on the rightmost equation of (14).
5. Applications
In this section we discuss applications that have stimulated
the development of mathematical methods for the analysis of
nonsmooth systems. We focus on the mathematical problems
around applications and highlight the place of these in the theory of nonsmooth systems, as just presented.
Border-collision of an equlibrium with a smooth switching
manifold of discontinuous systems has been used in LeineBrogliato-Nijmeijer [229] to explain fundamental paradoxes
in mechanical devices with friction. The situation where the
switching manifold is discontinuous has received much attention in the closed-loop control of car braking systems.
Car braking systems. Tanelli, Osorio, di Bernardo, Savaresi
and Astolfi [347] use a two-dimensional switching system with
four switching manifolds (that switch the actions of charging and discharging valves in the hydraulic actuator) to design closed-loop control strategies in anti-lock braking systems
(ABS). The dynamics of this model exhibits a border-splitting
bifurcation: if one first squeezes the parallel thresholds together
and then observes how the dynamics responds to the increase of
the gap between these thresholds. As for the dynamics of brakes
this can be adequately described by a dry friction oscillator,
i.e. a second-order differential equation involving a sign function. The time periods that stable regimes spend sticking to the
switching manifold appear to be in direct relation to the break
squeal level, see Badertscher-Cunefare-Ferri [20] and Ibrahim
[177]. Studying grazing bifurcations in dry friction oscillators
is a possible way to understand the properties of such sticking
phases. This direction of research is explored in Zhang-YangHu [387] and Luo-Thapa [244]. When the viscuous friction is
small, sticking phases can be investigated by a suitable perturbation approach as the paper by Hetzler-Schwarzer-Seemann
[163] asserts. However, the recent survey Cantoni-CesariniMastinu-Rocca-Sicigliano [73] suggests that more work is necessary to completely understand the connection of the brake
squeal with sliding solutions of an appropriate mathematical
model.
Periodic solutions with sliding phases also play a pivotal
role in the Burridge-Knopoff mathematical model of earthquakes, see Xu-Knopoff [381], Mitsui-Hirahara [268], RyabovIto [308], Galvanetto [135], Galvanetto-Bishop [136]. But
grazing-sliding bifurcations of these solutions have not been yet
addressed in the literature. Grazing-sliding bifurcations in a superconducting resonator are discussed in the paper by Jeffrey
[190] in this special issue.

5 The flow rate through the valve in [171] is proportional to the square-root
of the flow pressure. To have uniqueness of solutions the authors work under
the natural assumption that the reservoir pressure is above the ambient pressure. The situation where these two preasures are equal is related to another
nonsmooth problem known as the non-uniqueness of solutions in a leaking water container, see Driver [110].
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Germay-Van de Wouw-Nijmeijer-Sepulchre [142], and CaoWiercigroch-Pavlovskaia-Yang [74] by averaging methods under the assumption that the generating solution do not graze
the switching manifolds. A numerical approach to the bifurcation analysis was followed in Luo-Lv [251]. In similarity to the
modelling of drilling, Zimmermann-Zeidis-Bolotnik-Pivovarov
[401] discuss how a two-module vibration-driven system moving along a rough horizontal plane describes the behaviour of
biomimetic systems.
Neuron models. Predominantly unexplored challenges in
nonsmooth bifurcation theory can be found in neuroscience applications, where the switching manifold sends any trajectory of
integrate-and-fire or resonate-and-fire models to the same point
of the phase space. Grazing bifurcation here corresponds to
the transition from a sub-threshold to firing oscillations. This
special volume contains a survey by Coombes-Thul-Wedgwood
[94] of the new phenomena and open problems that stem from
the presence of nonsmoothness in neuron models. New perturbation methods applicable near grazing solutions can be useful to reduce the dimension of networks of coupled neurons of
integrate-and-fire or resonate-and-fire type. Such an approach
has been employed in a series of recent papers by Holmes
(see e.g. [363]) to investigate the dynamics of weakly coupled
FitzHugh–Nagumo, Hindmarsh–Rose, Morris–Lecar and other
smooth neuron models.
Hard ball gas. Rom-Kedar and Turaev [360, 306] have recently shown that grazing periodic trajectories of scattering billiards (two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems with impacts) can transform into an island of asymptotically stable periodic solutions under perturbations that regularise the nonsmooth impact into a smooth one. Though a higher-dimensional
generalization of this observation is still an open problem, this
result may potentially help to examine the boundaries of applicability of the Boltzman ergodic hypothesis (asserting that the
hard ball gas is ergodic). These islands of stability have been
later seen in experiments with an atom-optic system by KaplanFriedman-Andersen-Davidson [197]. A similar phenomenon
known as absence of thermal equilibrium has been experimentally observed in one-dimensional Bose gases by KinoshitaWenger-Weiss [198].
Periodic orbits that graze the boundary of focusing billiards
play an important role in the context of Tethered Satellite Systems, see Beletsky [33] and Beletsky-Pankova [34].
Electrochemical waves in the heart. Employing the mathematical modelling from Sun-Amellal-Glass-Billette [337], an
unfolded border-collision bifurcation in a tent-like piecewise
linear continuous map has been used to explain the transition from long to short periods (alternans) in electrochemical
waves in the heart (linked to ventricular fibrillation and sudden cardiac death), see Zhao-Schaeffer [390], Berger-ZhaoSchaeffer-Dobrovolny-Krassowska-Gauthier [36], HassounehAbed [159, 160], and Chen-Wang-Chin [81]. However, only
particular forms of perturbations have been analysed and the
question of a complete unfolding of the dynamics of this map
is explicitly posed in [390].
As a possible root to chaos in propagation of light in a circular lazer-diaphragm-prism system, the border-collision bi-

furcation in a nonsmooth logistic map was discussed in the
pioneering paper [165]. The book by Banerjee-Verghese
[23] and papers by Zhusubaliyev-Mosekilde [398, 399], and
Zhusubaliyev-Soukhoterin-Mosekilde [400] discuss the role of
border-collision bifurcations in tent-like maps in the context of
power electronic circuits such as boost converters and buck converters. Collision of a fixed point with a border in more general
piecewise smooth maps appears in the analysis of inverse problems (Ayon-Beato, Garcia, Mansilla, Terrero-Escalante [18]),
forest fire competition model (Dercole-Maggi [106], ColomboDercole [91]), and mutualistic interactions (see Dercole [104]).
Incompressible fluids. The classical theory by Kolmogorov
[200] asserts that the order of the dependence of the velocity
vector v(x) of incompressible fluids on the coordinate x does
not exceed 1 at any point x of the phase space. The relevant differential equations are, therefore, not piecewise smooth and in
fact nowhere differentiable. This implies non-uniqueness of the
flow starting from any point of the phase space. Kolmogorov’s
fluid model challenges the development of bifurcation and perturbation theory to study transitions of the funnels of flows. Despite potential novel insights towards the understanding of the
nature of turbulence, little has been developed in this direction
and the approach commonly used so far is based on embedding (known as stochastic approximation) the given deterministic ODEs into a more general class of stochastic differential
equations, see e.g. Falkovich-Gawedzki-Vergassola [116], and
E-Vanden-Eijden [362].
Disk clutches. Static indeterminacy is the phenomenon
caused by the presence of dry friction in mechanical devices,
where the static equations of forces do not lead to a unique
solution. This phenomenon represents one of the main motivating problems behind the field of Nonsmooth Mechanics
(see Brogliato [57]). One of the methods to cope with the
non-uniqueness of solutions is known as regularization [364],
the development of which has recently been reinforced by applications to disk clutches by Stamm-Fidlin [331, 332]. This
method is based on the approximation of rough surfaces by
springs and leads to a singularly perturbed system where the
so-called reduced system turns out to be degenerate. This concept is ideologically similar to smoothening (or softening) the
given nonsmooth problem and challenges further development
of the Fenichel’s singular perturbation theory [379]. One of the
problems in relation to the disk clutches is how well the regularised system approximates the moment of time (known as
cut-off) when the initially motionless clutch’s disk starts moving versus the parameters of the applied torque. A theory for
a similar phenomenon in wave front propagation has been developed in a paper by Popovic [299] in this special issue. A
regularization procedure has also been proposed in McNamara
[261] to resolve the nonuniqueness problem in the context of
granular material.
Wave propagation through the Earth. The need to gain
a deeper understanding of the topological properties of grazing orbits (in particular, the topological index of grazing orbits) has been recently underlined by the problem of geophysical wave propagation. According to De Hoop-HormannOberguggenberger [170], this process is modelled by hyper14

bolic PDEs with piecewise smooth coefficients (the switching
manifold corresponds to the lowermost mantle layer). Attempts
to apply Buffoni-Dancer-Toland global analytic bifurcation theory (see Dancer [95] and Buffoni-Toland [65]) proved to be effective for studying the existence of steady waves of the Euler
equation (see Buffoni-Dancer-Toland [66]) and construct solutions of these partial differential equations, starting from convenient ordinary differential equations. The challenge of extending global analytic bifurcation theory to piecewise analytic
differential equations is relevant in this context.

tering have not yet found common points with control where
these trajectories correspond to so-called Zenoness (we refer
the reader to Sussmann [343] and Zhang-Johansson-LygerosSastry [386] for known alternative results).
The analysis of the collision of an invariant object with a
switching manifold in piecewise smooth systems often leads to
the study of the collision of a fixed point with a switching manifold in maps, otherwise known as border-collision in maps. Because of applications in medicine and electrical engineering (as
discussed in Section 5) border-collision bifurcations in maps
have received an independent interest in the literature. The two
most fundamental maps of this type are tent and square-root
ones. Some examples show that the dynamics of a skew product
of two such maps is non-reducible to one dimension, but general results have not been obtained. Much less is known about
nonsmooth systems that are not piecewise smooth. Partial results are available in the case a nowhere Lipschitz continuous
system is smooth for some value of the parameter. These results suggest that studying bifurcations of trapping regions versus bifurcations of solutions is a potentially fruitful approach to
access the dynamics.
As for more general nonsmooth systems like differential variational inequalities, a complete understanding of the dynamics
has been achieved only in the case where this nonsmooth system is reducible to a convergent differential inclusion. Though
the classes of differential variational inequalities that lead to
piecewise smooth differential equations have been well identified in the literature, the piecewise smooth bifurcation and
perturbation theories haven’t been applied yet in this context.
Also, the possibilities to relax the requirement for convergence
of the aforementioned differential inclusions based on perturbation theory (which is partially developed for these systems
already) have not yet been explored.
We hope this survey, and this special volume of Physica D,
will facilitate the joining of efforts of researchers interested in
different aspects of the dynamics of nonsmooth systems.

6. Discussion
This survey aims to sketch the central directions of research
concerning the dynamics of nonsmooth systems. In this final
section we briefly summarise our conclusions.
The need to develop new mathematical methods to study the
dynamics of nonsmooth systems is motivated by real world applications. For example, existing smooth methods do not provide a mechanism for the understanding of how the switching
manifolds generate cycles or chattering in control. In mechanics, new methods have been required to understand bifurcations
initiated by oscillations that touch elastic limiters at zero speed
(e.g. when a cantillever of an atomic force microscope or a drill
starts to penetrate into a sample). A similar grazing problem
appears in neuroscience when subthreshold oscillations transit
into firing ones. In hydrodynamics, the Kolmogorov model of
turbulence leads to differential equations that are non-Lipschitz
everywhere (thus not piecewise smooth) and smooth methods
cannot be applied because of the non-uniquness of solutions.
Finally, the mere existence, uniqueness and dependence of initial conditions is a challenge for nonsmooth systems coming
from optimisation theory and nonsmooth mechanics.
For nonsmooth systems given in the form of differential
equations with piecewise smooth right-hand sides and impacts
(that cause trajectories to jump according to an impact law upon
approaching a switching manifold) the new phenomena can
be identified and understood by a local analysis of the consequences of the collision of a simple invariant object (like an
equilibrium, a periodic solution or a torus) with switching manifolds. Here a collision for periodic solutions and tori is meant
in a broader sense and stands for a non-transversal intersection
with a switching manifold. Despite of useful applications of
the recently discovered classifications of a border-collision bifurcation of an equilibrium in control (see e.g. [347]), the role
of these phenomena in other applied sciences is in our view
still largely underestimated. For example, it hasn’t yet been explained which of the discovered scenarios of border-collision
bifurcations can be realised in dry friction or impact mechanical oscillators. A significantly greater number of papers has
been published on applications of the scenarios of grazing bifurcations of closed orbits (i.e. phenomena coming from collisions of closed orbits with the switching manifold). Yet, the
role of this fundamental phenomenon remains unexplored in
many important applied problems (e.g. in integrate-and-fire and
resonate-and-fire neuron models and atom billiards). The available knowledge about bifurcations of trajectories with chat-
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